Escape of protoatmospheres and their role in atmosphere evolution
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Abstract

We discuss the origin and evolution of the atmosphere of early Venus, Earth, Mars and super-Earths. It will be shown that the formation age of a terrestrial planet, its mass and size, as well as the planet’s lifetime in the EUV-saturated early phase of its host star play a significant role in the escape of the planet’s protoatmosphere and related atmosphere evolution.

1. Introduction

For understanding how planetary atmospheres originated and evolved, one has to study its potential sources and sinks, which contributed to their initial formation. The first protoatmosphere scenario can be connected to the capture of hydrogen- and He-rich nebula gas envelopes from around a growing protoplanet, before its accretion ended [1, 2]. Additional protoatmospheres are produced by degassing of volatiles after the young planet finished its accretion and the planet’s magma ocean solidified. By using bulk compositions related to primitive and differentiated meteorite compositions, outgassing alone can create protoatmospheres ranging from ≤ 1% of the planet’s total mass up to ~6% by mass of hydrogen, to ~20 mass % of H2O, and/or ~5 mass % of carbon compounds [3, 4, 5]. Additionally to the outgassing scenarios impacts will also contribute to the delivery of volatiles.

2. Escape of Protoatmospheres

Figure 1: a) H atoms in units of Earth ocean (EOH) equivalents that can escape via blow off from an Earth-analogue planet as a function of heating efficiency. Solid line: 15 %, dotted line: 30 %, dashed line: 60 %, dashed dotted line: 100 %. b) normalized escape of a protoatmosphere from early Mars as a function of time. PA=1 corresponds to the total pressure of 82 bar.
As shown by [6] during the early period of the active young Sun/star a hydrogen-dominated upper atmosphere of an Earth-like planet experienced the most efficient atmospheric escape process, namely so-called blow off. This condition develops if the mean thermal energy of the upper atmosphere exceeds the gravitational energy at the exobase level. Under this extreme condition the atmospheric escape is very efficient because the whole exosphere evaporates and is refilled as long as enough gas is delivered from below. For example, Figure 1a shows the maximum amount of atomic hydrogen in units of Earth ocean (EO\textsubscript{H}) equivalent amounts. that could escape during blow off from an Earth-like hydrogen-rich planet during a 100 times higher EUV period of the young Sun/star compared to the modern Sun and by using different heating efficiencies of 15 %, 30 %, 60 % and 100 %. Figure 1b shows the loss of an initially outgassed Martian hydrogen- or water vapor-rich protoatmosphere. Due to the strong hydrodynamic escape of light H atoms heavier species such as O, C and N can also be dragged and lost due to the planetary hydrogen wind.

3. Summary and Conclusions

Our studies of planetary protoatmospheres and their related escape indicate that captured nebula-based hydrogen envelopes, which might remain from the earlier stage of the planet formation, cannot be removed if the planet reached a certain mass domain. Super-Earths are potential candidates for such scenarios. In some cases a terrestrial planet can also accumulate a dense abiotic oxygen-rich upper atmosphere, or otherwise it will become a sub-Neptune-type body, even within the habitable zone of its host star. On the other hand, if a terrestrial planet’s atmosphere evolved during the high EUV phase of its young host star to a nitrogen-rich Earth-like atmosphere too early, then all of its atmospheric nitrogen inventory can be lost. This indicates that the nitrogen-inventory of the Earth might have been protected from escape by a higher amount of IR-cooling CO\textsubscript{2} in the thermosphere, or by a dense hydrogen envelope. In case of a dense hydrogen envelope surrounding the very early Earth or similar planets, the scale height of the H atoms would be much larger compared to molecular nitrogen or other heavier species, which would populate the lower atmosphere close to the surface, so that nitrogen would not reach the stellar wind interaction region, similar as on present Earth. As long as enough hydrogen is in the thermosphere the extended upper atmosphere would act as a shield against the loss of heavier particles. If a planet originates too dry, the young star might be active enough to remove the planet’s less dense initial atmosphere and the planet might have ended up with a present-day Venus or Mars-like CO\textsubscript{2} atmosphere.
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